### NOTES:

**SECTION SIZE** = range for number of students enrolled in a scheduled class section  
**TOTAL SECTIONS** = total number of scheduled class sections in a particular size range  
**TOTAL REQUIRED ROOM PERIODS** = total number of room periods scheduled for a particular size range (1 credit = 1 room period)  
**ROOM CAPACITY** = fixed field, maximum room capacity...calculated based on **SECTION SIZE** and planned occupancy %  
**TOTAL REQUIRED ROOMS** = **TOTAL ROOM PERIODS / CLASSROOM USE STANDARD**  
**NO. OF AVAILABLE ROOMS** = number of rooms available for scheduled class sections in a particular size range  
**BALANCE** = **NO. OF AVAILABLE ROOMS** - **TOTAL REQUIRED ROOMS**  
**ADJUSTMENT** = proposed adjustments to classroom sizes to accommodate class scheduling needs  
**ADJUSTED BALANCE** = **BALANCE** + **PLANNED ADJUSTMENT**